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As the Role Changes,
Presidential Recruiting
Evolves
College presidents today are asked to do more, think and act faster, engage
more, and demonstrate financial, academic and other successes more clearly
than ever before, all while under an unrelenting and highly public microscope.
They must convey an enthusiastic vision for their institutions in a time of
great uncertainty – when the very value proposition of higher education is
being questioned. How does the institution find a president who can provide
transforming leadership in this climate? As the role expands and evolves, which
qualities are absolutely essential? How can presidential candidates show they
are capable of making tough decisions to the satisfaction of key constituents on
campus and in the community?
Best Practices in Higher Education Presidential Search aims to answer these and
other questions. It explores the dramatically shifting role of today’s president
and illustrates methods that institutions and the search committees that
represent them are using to attract and recruit different and difference-making
leaders. The Third Edition features an addendum dedicated to the role that
key cabinet and campus leaders – provosts and executives in student affairs,
enrollment, advancement, and finance – play in presidential recruiting today.
Read, enjoy and share this resource as you consider or undertake a presidential
recruitment. As the position evolves so, too, must our ability to identify and hire
leaders who can rise to the role’s many challenges.

Robin Mamlet
Managing Partner, Education Practice
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Best Practices: Searching for Great
Higher Education Leaders

6 Qualities to Look For
in a College President
By Robin Mamlet, Managing Partner, and 			
Sheila Murphy, Consultant
[The following article appeared in the Chronicle of Higher Education on September 17,
2017. Permission to reprint has been granted.]

Takeaways
Essential skills that search
committees and governing boards
should be looking for:
−− Soft skills that aren’t so soft
−− An appetite for data and analytics
−− The ability to speed up and then
pivot
−− Recognition that they don’t have
to go it alone
−− Strength in the core skills of the
position
−− Expertise in change management

As search consultants, we have a front-row seat to the selection process of
college presidents. In an environment of increasing institutional competition,
disruption, regulation, and political uncertainty, we are often asked what skills
are most crucial these days to presidential success.
The topic is particularly relevant in light of the latest American College President
Study from the American Council on Education. The study provides some
indication that the profile of the higher-education presidency continues to shift
for the better — the percentages of women and people of color holding the
office edged up since 2011, for instance — but there is a general consensus that
we need to keep challenging the “stagnant portrait” of the role.
Demographics suggest that there will be more openings than ever in the coming
years — which presents institutions and their boards with unprecedented
opportunities to diversify the office. While we will be losing a strong generation
of leaders, the potential exists for the door to open wider for those who may not
have been fully considered in the past.
Here are some essential skills that search committees and governing boards
should be looking for in the days ahead:
Soft skills that aren’t so soft. The candidate with highly developed
interpersonal skills — or an intuitive ability to connect with the committee
— used to be suspect. Too slick, too smooth, too friendly, or, worst of all (and
generally reserved for female candidates), too bubbly and nice. But this is the
era of the “high EQ” as a valuable executive competency. Emotional intelligence
that enables leadership with empathy, respect, and cross-cultural competence
is a must-have skill for aspiring higher-education leaders. Presidents who
communicate easily, enjoy informal banter with students and colleagues, and
are thoughtful in their engagement with populations new to higher education
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are creating a climate of good will, transparency, and accessibility. A newly empowered generation of students,
faculty, parents, and alumni expect leaders to be attentive to their needs and desires in establishing institutional
priorities. This is particularly true around matters of inclusion and campus climate.
An appetite for data and analytics. The era of the higher-education “thinker” has given way to the leader with a
sophisticated grasp of data and analytics. For many years it was common for institutional leaders to begin programs in
areas and disciplines that resonated with the individual leader. But today the ability to undertake sophisticated market
research and tap into data about market share, discount rate, demographic forecasts, employment demand, and
population shifts provides institutional leaders with access to unprecedented levels of information.
Presidents are significantly disadvantaged if they routinely operate without an in-depth understanding of the data that
inform most decisions.
The ability to speed up and then pivot. Colleges have been carefully designed to not allow anything to move too
quickly or without debate and ultimately consensus. It takes a meeting that typically occurs once a month to make a
decision. Sometimes it requires placing an item on the agenda a month before that for an item to be considered. And,
if the decision isn’t made by May, it is unlikely to be made until September. It takes six years to decide if an employee
is staying, and then “staying” generally means forever. Higher education’s reputation for being averse to change is
well-earned.
Contrast this with the pace of the modern world: global access, 24-hour news cycles, same-day delivery, Snapchat
images that are gone in seconds, people attached to multiple electronic devices around the clock. Adroit leaders
patiently explain that some issues can be too time-sensitive to conform to the traditional governance structures and
that the institution can’t wait for everyone before it acts; savvy leaders skillfully point out the opportunity costs of
delayed decisions and expect from the community the right to lead as they see fit.
Recognition that they don’t have to go it alone. Increasingly, presidents seek partnerships and co-ventures with other
institutions to leverage resources, reduce duplication, and minimize vulnerability. Trust, collaboration and compromise
are crucial in focusing on the greater good. Candidates must tread carefully into specific ideas and suggestions for
particular institutions they are just getting to know. “Let’s partner with Institution X down the road” is not a winning
strategy.
Rather, candidates should demonstrate the capacity for a vision and entrepreneurial spirit, and a willingness to think in
new ways about the traditional activities and image of the institution. Astute committees and boards want candidates
who are thoughtful, smart, creative and confident leaders who can push through the unnecessary competition and
duplication that can erode the economic base of an otherwise viable institution.
Strength in the core skills of the position. Candidates should have a well-developed narrative that explains
their competency in three top areas cited in the ACE report: budget and financial management, fund-raising, and
managing senior staff. Most people in senior management roles can probably make a strong case for competence and
experience in managing staff as well as a budget of some significance, but the absence of experience in fund-raising
can be a perceived gap in the portfolio of senior leaders. Still, a candidate who is a quick study, eager to learn, highly
coachable, and wants to be more involved in fund-raising can overcome that lack of direct experience.
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Expertise in change management. Most boards these days are aware that higher education will never be the same
again; institutions that do not find new ways of operating will either flounder or fail. As one trustee told us recently: “I
think higher education has become anesthetized to some of the key issues. For example, look at student debt, which
has risen far out of proportion to compensation. Colleges can see that this is a problem, but they seem absolutely
powerless to address the issue in a meaningful way.” Board members are looking for presidents who combine
an understanding of how to make change happen in the academy with a vision for how else the academy might
structure itself to be financially sustainable for the long haul. They realize that doing so will require powers of great
inventiveness as well as stamina, along with a good measure of fortitude and resilience.
For presidential candidates, there is no guaranteed formula for success in advancing through the quirky, unpredictable,
and sometimes undecipherable committee process in the higher-education search. But self-awareness and an
understanding of the changing environment for learning and leading are essential first steps along the way to what we
hope — for an increasingly broad and varied set of presidents — will be a deeply satisfying professional opportunity to
lead, to serve, and to transform.
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Refining the Presidential
Search Process
By John Thornburgh, Senior Partner
[The following appeared in University Business Magazine. It is reprinted with
permission.]
There is no more important time than now to consider serious process
improvement steps that take much of the guesswork out of presidential
selection. Boards, presidents, and campus leaders are dealing with
unprecedented pressures. A storm is gathering that is forcing academic thought
leaders to question not just the viability of individual campuses, but the very
mission of higher education.
Costs continue to rise, as do expectations for serious efforts to contain campus
and instructional expenses. Resources are dwindling, as public institutions are
reeling from state budget cuts, and tuition increases in all sectors will be modest
at best, kept flat by public pressures as well as parents and students saying
“enough is enough.”
Even more alarming is the erosion of the value pact that higher education
has historically offered its students. As the growing mass of un- and underemployed graduates will attest to, the historic notion that a college degree will
provide ready access to sustainable, relevant employment is vanishing.
As the financial and strategic paradigms in higher education continue to shift,
presidents are expected to “peer around corners” and proactively reposition
their campus missions to ensure relevance and sustainability. Boards have
heightened expectations for their presidents, and their tolerance for failure
or mediocrity is shrinking. As such, we should anticipate an acceleration
in presidential turnover, driven both by boards pushing presidents out and
presidents deciding that there is no better time than now to retire, lest their
legacies be defined more by negatives than positives.

The most important
quality was an expressed
willingness to make
tough decisions.

Best Practices
As boards and campus committees gear up to identify and recruit presidential
successors, there are a few fundamental best practices they should keep
in mind:
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■■

Engage the board in developing the leadership agenda and profile. The board has the presidential hiring
authority and fiduciary accountability for the long-term direction of the institution. At the time of leadership
transition, all trustees should be fully aligned on what they want this person to do and what this person should
proverbially look like. So much of the search process cascades from this profile, and it should not be delegated to
an ad hoc campus committee or left to a search consultant to cobble together a composite based on a series of
interviews.
The board must take a direct role in the starting point of the recruiting process. It can and should still seek input
from campus constituents but ultimately needs to own this process and its deliverables. Search consultants
typically target candidates based on the precise needs of the institution, so the process is best served when the
profile reflects the board’s specific strategic priorities and those of the core board leadership.

■■

Apply formal assessment tools to help evaluate final candidates. Many presidential selections are based on
the intuitions of the committee and board participants – not on a comprehensive understanding of candidates’
leadership styles and competencies. Potential presidents are run through a gauntlet of 90-minute airport
interviews, dawn-to-dusk campus tours, and final meetings with the full board. This whirlwind sequence of
meetings often relies on general impressions to drive the narrowing of the field and ultimate appointment. While
parallel due diligence (references and background checks) accompanies these decisions, there is a need to add
more science to the current art of picking a president.
More and more, higher education is deploying formal assessment techniques to assist in understanding
candidate strengths and areas for further growth. These tools help predict a candidate’s future job performance,
identify possible barriers to success, and predict his or her attitude. They very effectively map one’s executive
decision-making style within the culture of the institution.
This input complements – not replaces – feedback and due diligence traditionally provided to the board.
Thoughtfully interpreted, assessments can remove a lot of the guesswork that goes into final appointment
deliberations, as well as the disconnects that ultimately drive the fate of presidents whose styles aren’t in line
with the expectations of their boards.

■■

Preserve confidentiality in the presidential search process. Higher education’s serious challenges call for
serious leaders. Every potential roadblock to attracting the best presidential candidates needs to be identified
and removed. One of these is the tradition of publicly announcing candidates at the finalist stage of the search –
if not before.
Initially driven by the shared governance tenet that presidential selection should engage the masses, this
“outing” of candidates has driven many strong contenders away, and has limited campuses’ leadership options
at the precise time when the overall pool of high potential prospects is dwindling across the country. This
is particularly true for sitting presidents who might naturally and logically aspire to a new opportunity, but
who can’t possibly face the wrath of their current constituents if it were known that they were courting a new
position.
There are ways to balance campus needs for inclusivity in the search process and candidate needs for
confidentiality. For starters, the search committee itself is intended to be representative of its constituencies.
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Properly assembled with members who have acknowledged respect and confidence from their peers, these
committees can – and do – carry out their work in a fashion that assures their colleagues they have a voice in the
process. Also, we are seeing more and more searches in their final stages broaden the constituent access beyond
the core committee, but those additional participants still operate under strict rules of confidentiality.
These suggestions do not advocate a massive overhaul of academic recruiting to make it more corporate, but
instead pose some food for thought as the leadership stakes continue to grow – and the threshold for what makes an
exceptional president continues to rise.
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The Best Search
Committees
By Zachary Smith, Ph.D., Managing Partner
[This article was originally published by the Chronicle of Higher Education on October
31, 2016. Permission to reprint has been granted.]

Takeaways
Defining characteristics of the best
search committee:
−− Appoints a strong chair
−− Solicits broad input
−− Focuses on the known
−− Listens to the search consultant
−− Advances candidates on potential
rather than experience
−− Balances evaluating with selling
−− Makes diversity a priority

Higher education search consultants – people like me who manage and help
steward what is often the bumpy recruitment process of academic leaders – do
our work in close collaboration with campuswide search committees. Such
committees are unique to academe, a byproduct of shared governance. My
fellow consultants working on executive searches in other sectors like to joke,
“How do you finish?”
As a former campus administrator and now a recruiter for higher education,
I’ve had the opportunity to observe hundreds of campus search committees.
Some are highly productive, with members who are focused, efficient and
collaborative. Others are less so – spending hours, for example, debating
missing commas, H-indices, or unfounded assumptions about candidates.
Search committees, by nature, are imperfect and varied.
Every so often I have the pleasure of working with a committee that seems to
get how to carry out its charge expeditiously and effectively. I’ll think, “This is
the best search committee I’ve ever seen.” What makes it so? Allow me to offer
a few defining characteristics. Invariably (and in no particular order) this type of
committee:
■■

Appoints a strong chair. So much of a search committee’s success
flows from this one person. What makes a strong chair? A thick-skinned
individual who can stand up to a sabotaging committee member. Someone
who leads by example and provides opportunities for everyone on the
committee to speak and be heard, but has the strength to push back
against those who filibuster or try to control committee outcomes. Good
chairs express their own opinions but also put personal biases aside for the
greater good.
A strong chair keeps the committee on task and moving forward.
Committees need an appropriate (and, these days, increasingly
aggressive) timeline, and it is the chair’s responsibility to avoid
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unnecessary delays. When a committee is deadlocked, the chair must make difficult decisions, all while
balancing the best interests of the institution.
During a search the chair becomes the public face of the institution for top candidates, speaking with them
directly, hosting campus visits and dinners, selling the merits of the campus, and ultimately helping the new hire
make the transition into the job. It is no easy task.
■■

■■

Solicits broad input. Good committees appreciate all voices. Not all of those voices have comparable
credentials, but their varied perspectives support collective, thoughtful decisions. The corollary here is that all
committee members must be dedicated to asserting their opinions.
Focuses on the known. Search committees can fall victim to making hasty presumptions about candidates:
Why would Candidate A want to relocate to our area?
Candidate B is clearly using us as a stepping stone.
Google says that Candidate C’s former student’s student was caught plagiarizing -- she must have known, which gives
me reservations about her.
And my personal favorite:
I hear that Candidate D is in another search; we must be his backup plan.
Good committees don’t get caught up in speculation. They understand the risk in presuming a candidate’s
motivations before speaking to that person. A good search consultant, by the way, contributes by keeping the
focus on the known and filling in details that may be lacking.

■■

Listens to the search consultant. Of course I’m biased, but let’s apply some logic to that statement. An
institution hires my company to provide advice and experience. We are experts at managing executive
leadership searches, in the same way that committee members are specialists in their academic fields. We have
talked to thousands of candidates and worked on hundreds of searches. We know the hard questions to ask, the
red flags, and the strengths and weaknesses of the candidate pool. We apply a level of due diligence during the
search that removes significant risk from the process.
Some committees are tempted to ask the consultant to leave the room during candidate interviews or critical
discussions. I was once asked by a faculty member to stand in the hall during committee deliberations.
Fortunately for me, the committee chair pushed back and encouraged me to stay.
My point is that search committees should listen carefully to their consultant. Whether or not our advice is
followed is ultimately up to them.

■■

Advances candidates on potential rather than experience. That might sound counterintuitive, but those of us in
the search business know that a candidate with high potential is often the best candidate.
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Good committees focus on competence and fit over work history, so long as candidates meet appropriate levels
of experience and job requirements. Soft skills and qualities -- like work ethic, social and political acumen,
diplomacy, leadership presence, and effectiveness -- are often better predictors of success in a position than
experience alone.
■■

Balances evaluating with selling. For academics, it’s second nature to question and contest, and vetting
candidates is a primary charge of the search committee. But the strongest and most effective committees know
how to do this with sincerity and warmth. They understand that the candidate is interviewing them as much
as they are interviewing the candidate. They balance evaluating the applicant with selling that person on the
opportunity.
I have seen strong candidates withdraw after being treated poorly by search committees. Something that
committee members should keep in mind: The best candidates are going to be the least tolerant of bad
committee behavior. Desperate or over-eager candidates are more likely to overlook an inappropriate comment
or the committee member who is paying more attention to a smartphone than to the candidate. Likeability,
effort, and attentiveness matter on both sides of the hiring table.

■■

Makes diversity a priority. The best search committees not only advocate for inclusion and diversity but ensure
that semifinalist and finalist pools present candidates from different molds. I believe committees (in addition to
consultants) have an obligation to be proactive in recruiting a diverse pool.

So the next time you are asked to serve on a search committee, take some time to reflect upon these and other
characteristics that can make it great. Applying what you learn increases the likelihood of hiring the right person.
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On Transparency and
Confidentiality
By Dennis Barden, Senior Partner
While it is still common for educational institutions in the final stages of
a leadership search to bring candidates to campus for open visits – public
institutions are often required by law to do so – some candidates are pushing
back. The issue of transparent governance versus the candidate’s right
to privacy is an old one but the current climate is shifting toward a more
confidential process.
The reason for this is paralleled by a shift in the nature of the daily work of
university presidents and chancellors. With increasing responsibility for external
relations – raising private funding, working with lawmakers on appropriations
and earmarks, seeking alternative sources of support, creating partnerships and
leverage – the value of academic leaders’ personal connections with key funders
and other stakeholders has risen.
The candidate who fears being compromised at his or her current institution
while considering another job opportunity may insist upon privacy until he or
she is selected as “the” candidate. In cases where the recruiting institution
cannot or will not accommodate a candidate’s desire for confidentiality, some
superior candidates will opt to stay away.
Boards understand this and realize they are competing with a large number of
institutions for a limited number of highly qualified candidates, including those
candidates’ current employers.
There is no right or wrong answer to the question of an open interview protocol
versus a confidential one. For some institutions, a state legislature may have
preempted the choice. And even when confidentiality is an option, tradition
often creates the expectation that faculty and students will be participants in
the process – or at least fully informed of its progress.

The issue of transparent
governance versus the
candidate’s right to
privacy is an old one but
the current climate is
shifting toward a more
confidential process.

Regardless of the approach the board chooses, it must discuss the issue of
confidentiality at the outset of the search process. A quiet path to the highestquality candidate pool could result in a noisy arrival for a new leader if the
followers are not agreeable.
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Recruiting Presidents
for HBCUs
With Oliver Tomlin, III, Senior Partner
Historically black colleges and universities are fundamental to U.S. higher
education. Many of the more than 100 HBCUs trace their origins to the mid1800s and were pioneering institutions in their states and regions and bastions
of opportunity. Recognizing their significance, the federal government has
recently increased funding for these schools.
Presidential searches for HBCUs are competitive affairs among candidates
who grasp the historical and cultural gravity of the role as well as the academic
prestige. WittKieffer senior partner Oliver B. Tomlin, III has led the presidential
recruitments for top HBCUs as well as colleges and universities across higher
education. In the conversation below, he shares insights into what makes for an
exceptional presidential search at historically black colleges.
What draws candidates to the role of HBCU president? Who tends to come forth?

HBCU presidential
searches are
comprehensive and
involved — a marathon,
not a sprint.

Tomlin: Candidates are drawn to the role because of its prestige, especially
among African Americans and people of color, but more importantly because
it’s about the mission and a chance to make a difference. HBCUs have rich
histories, extremely close-knit cultures, and committed constituents across
the board, from students and faculty to administrators and trustees. There
are certainly challenges – from finance and funding on the operations side to
enrollment and student success on the academic side – but most presidential
candidates understand that addressing the challenges is part and parcel of
fulfilling the mission.
Top candidates tend to be current provosts or presidents from the academy.
The ideal background would be a sitting president who has had a successful
run for five-plus years, led a capital campaign, seen the institution through
accreditation, and has the ability to connect with the board, students and
faculty, and alums.
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How important is fundraising ability and a vision for the school’s capital and resources? You mention provosts . . . are they
at a disadvantage if they have not, for example, led a campaign?
Tomlin: It is paramount that an HBCU presidential candidate have fundraising skills and show an affinity to donor and
alumni engagement, philanthropy, corporate partnerships, and identifying other contributors to the bottom line. For
this reason, many top candidates are sitting presidents who can boast specific campaign experience – and document
results.
Provosts typically don’t have primary responsibility for fundraising and capital campaigns; this usually is left to deans.
Therein lies the rub. But many of those provosts previously held dean positions, of course, often with significant
components dedicated to funding and philanthropy. So those are telling experiences that we look at and inquire about.
We explore any kind of funding-related activities candidates may have had that will speak to future success in these
endeavors.
Are there other administrative or academic areas that good candidates might have spent most of their professional lives?
Tomlin: Yes, many. A couple come to mind. Something that’s unique to HBCUs is that VPs of student affairs are
looked at as particularly intriguing candidates because of their student-first background and orientation. HBCUs
have by tradition always embraced students on an extremely personal level. The campus expects the president to
be visible and accessible, to walk around campus, eat in the cafeteria, go to football games. These things are a given,
and executives coming out of student affairs therefore get notice as long as they’ve got the other primary presidential
credentials.
Financial administration is another possible area of experience that will get a candidate a look, given the need for
today’s HBCUs to expertly manage their budgets with somewhat limited resources. An institution has to be fiscally
prudent and responsible, but also progressive. Fortunately, VPs of finance and administration today are much more
strategic and forward-thinking in funding and how it gets allocated than before. It is terrific expertise for presidents to
have as well.
What stands out to you about the presidential search process at HBCUs?
Tomlin: It is, as presidential searches are, comprehensive and involved—a marathon, not a sprint. Again, students are
prioritized at HBCUs so candidates should be tuned in to the topics that are important for coeds on that particular
campus, and be ready to engage with students in the process. Students will serve on the search committee and their
voices will be heard and respected. So while a serious presidential candidate will need to win over the entire search
committee (including trustees, faculty and other campus leaders) and impress the campus and community during onsite visits, he/she must keep student needs, experience and success top of mind.
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Gender in the Job
Interview: What Search
Committees Must
Consider
By Robin Mamlet, Managing Partner
Takeaways
Gender-related behavioral patterns
often seen in executive interviews
within higher education:
−− Body language
−− Qualifiers
Advice for candidates to present
stronger in an interview:
−− Think ahead of time about how
you want to come across to the
committee
−− Consider your reputation
−− Start strong
−− Take credit
−− Show confidence and presence

[This article was originally published by the Chronicle of Higher Education on
February 21, 2017. Permission to reprint has been granted.]
As women move up the leadership ranks in higher education, they find fewer
and fewer female peers. That’s been fairly well documented by the American
Council on Education and other sources, and is no surprise to those of us in the
executive-search industry.
Why that’s the case is a topic fraught with complexity. There is the matter of
stepping up and Leaning In to be sure, but there is also sexism – sometimes the
overt kind and sometimes the subtle kind that occurs all along the leadership
trajectory and affects who is mentored, who is labeled “leadership material,”
and who gets the kind of opportunities and assignments that lead most directly
to advancement.
Of the many factors that limit women’s advancement, two are things we ought
to be able to resolve: how candidates present themselves in job interviews and
how search committees interpret those interviews.
In any given month, I sit in on a few dozen interviews with candidates vying for
presidential, provost, or cabinet-level positions in academe. One can’t help but
notice some distinct patterns in how interviewees behave. In my experience,
women and men seeking executive roles frequently present themselves
differently, and the differences typically do not work to the advantage of the
female candidates.
Let me make clear from the outset: I am not suggesting that women should
act more like men in interviews. There is a range of styles used successfully
by candidates of all genders in front of search committees. I have found that if
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candidates have a strong substantive record – e.g., if it is built on extensive experience, articulated clearly, and cites
convincing examples – they can convey that through a variety of leadership styles. Presentation won’t make up for a
lack of substance – not for long, anyway.
Likewise, I well understand the danger of making generalizations about gendered behavior. However, I believe the
administrative careers of some women are suffering due to a misalignment between their self-presentation and their
interviewers’ expectations. That dynamic could be vastly improved with greater awareness on both sides of the hiring
table – and with better direction from the managers overseeing the search.
That women and men use different communication strategies is controversial though nothing new. In her 1990 book
You Just Don’t Understand, Deborah Tannen, a linguistics professor at Georgetown University, spawned widespread
discussion and scholarly debate regarding the differences in personal communication styles between men and
women. (Women engage in “rapport-talk,” she argued, and men in “report-talk.”) Further, there is growing research
regarding how implicit and explicit gender bias can play a role in the success or failure of women in job interviews, the
workplace, and other career settings.
Allow me to share some of the gender-related behavioral patterns I often see in executive interviews within higher
education.
Body language. Most men, when they come into an interview room, seem quite comfortable claiming space. They
employ a straight, high-shouldered posture that suggests they are in command, and they don’t mind spreading out at
the table or using open, sweeping gestures and body language that suggest authority.
Some women excel at that, too. I can spot them immediately. They are comfortable occupying space and they “own”
their spot at the interview table. Frequently, these are the few women who are already college or university presidents.
Harvard professor Amy Cuddy studies body language and “power posing” – the “classic” feet on the desk with hands
behind the head, or “standing and leaning on one’s hands over a desk” versus sitting (or standing) with arms held
close, hands folded, and legs crossed tightly. Cuddy’s work is controversial, to be sure, but many candidates would
benefit from reviewing it. Simply put: Some interview poses and body language convey greater confidence than others.
Qualifiers. The content of interviews can differ as well. Verbally, women often use qualifiers when they speak. They
are more likely to sprinkle their responses with phrases like:
■■
■■
■■

“I don’t deserve all the credit for that, of course ...”
“I have not had that responsibility yet, but ...”
“With more exposure in this area, I could ...”

It is rare that I see male candidates expend energy qualifying their precise involvement in a success. But many women,
in sharing their achievements, go out of their way not to overclaim or imply a disproportionate role. I can almost see
the wheels turning in their minds as they speak: “I have to be fair. I should not take credit for all of it.”
They are correct, of course. No one deserves sole credit for past institutional successes. In addition to talent, drive,
creativity, preparation, and effort, success arises through good fortune, skilled colleagues, good timing, adequate
resources, and other factors. Belaboring all of that in a job interview, however, does not serve a candidate well.
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Women who feel the urge to credit others at length during the interview might ask themselves: For whose benefit am I
wading into this level of precision? What is it accomplishing? I am not advocating that candidates, by omission, claim
credit for achievements that go beyond their efforts. Instead, briefly acknowledge the role of others but don’t dwell on
it. The interview is about you.
There are other behavioral patterns, too. When men are asked how they would handle a responsibility that is new to
them, many tend to declare: “I can do that.” Male candidates often come across more forcefully even where it’s less
warranted. Female candidates are more likely to convey humility about tackling a new duty – much like a colleague
in my company did the other day, saying, “Tell me if it seems I am driving beyond my headlights.” That sort of hedge,
even if it’s true, does not come off well in a job interview.
Coaching the committee. Just as I advise candidates on how to interview well, I talk with committees about how to
approach the interview process fairly.
The onus falls first on committees to keep in mind that different types of leaders present differently in interviews
and that, while style is important, results matter most. Search committees must do a better job of recognizing the
constraints of the interview process and the dangers of prejudging candidates or looking at superficialities. Committee
members need to anticipate their own tendencies and biases. Here are some of the things I tell them.
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Remember your charge. The goal is to find people who will succeed in the position, not necessarily ace the
interview. The creation of a comprehensive leadership profile (aka job description) is a necessary precursor to
an effective committee. The purpose of the interview is to get to a point of collective confidence on the merits of
candidates to continue in the recruitment process and ultimately to fulfill the written objectives of the role.
Don’t be too quick to judge. As humans we form judgments in seconds. As search-committee members, our
job is to give candidates the whole 75 minutes or more. The best candidates are not always the most skillful in
talking about themselves. Sometimes they shine at the end of the interview ... or impress in nuanced ways.
Keep in mind that different people present themselves differently. Be on the alert for unjustified overconfidence, or
confidence masked by deferential motions or verbal qualifiers.
Consider the potential for double standards and double binds. I recently had a committee member express
concern about a female candidate who, he felt, used the first-person “I” too often. Would he have noticed that in
a man?
Beware of dazzlers. There are people who simply interview well (and sometimes those are the same people who
can’t hold a job for long and so have had plenty of interview practice). Committees need to make sure to explore
the depth of all candidates equally.
Look at the big picture. Don’t just rely on notes from the candidates’ interviews. Also incorporate information
gathered about them through thorough referencing, and behavioral and leadership assessments (which are
increasingly being used).
Most of all, I talk with search committees about broadening their conception of leadership. Some committees
genuinely want diversity, but do not necessarily want difference and become less enthusiastic when faced with
challenges to their assumptions.
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Others are receptive to the notion that they must rethink the traditionally masculine picture of a leader. A search
consultant like me can approach those committee members and ask them to reconsider when they respond
negatively (as happens surprisingly often) to a female candidate who comes across in a powerful way or who
does not display the qualities they believe represent leadership.
Assuming responsibility. Sometimes the committee just needs a little explicit direction. That’s where those
overseeing the search should step up. Trustees or hiring officers intent on having difference well represented in the
finalist pool would be well advised to:
■■

■■

■■

Consider gender and other differences before building your search committee. In particular, this is an area
where adding a young(ish) staff member can often make a big impact, especially when that person is both
sophisticated about difference and willing to speak up in the committee room.
Be clear in the leadership profile that candidates with a record of affirming difference will be valued in the selection
process. Then be clear to the committee itself about the varied ways in which leadership can be displayed and
the expectation that a strong finalist pool will include representation of more than one approach.
Direct the search committees to select finalists who themselves value difference. To discern that, search
committees must ask candidates to discuss examples that show how they have embraced difference and
diversity through their own hiring and professional development of others.

What candidates can do. Like all good search consultants, I know my candidates, men and women. When I know that
someone qualified for a position will not present as strongly as they could, I provide counsel ahead of time. “There are
some things we should think through before the interview,” I will say.
One thing I communicate is that interviewing is its own genre and province. A typical 75-minute session is a finite
exercise that has its own rules and customs that must be learned and mastered. Among the advice I offer:
■■
■■

■■
■■

■■

Think ahead of time about how you want to come across to the committee. Sit tall and don’t apologize.
Consider your reputation. No interview starts as a blank slate. Candidates’ resumes and reputations precede
them, for better or worse. Before you get in the room, think about what they might be questioning about you. You
will want to find a way to respond.
Start strong. First impressions are critical. It is hard to undo perceptions established in those first few minutes.
Take credit. Be ready to highlight your impact and achievements by having anecdotes at the ready that illustrate
how you have approached various aspects of the job.
Show confidence and presence. Committees are thinking: “Is this the person we want leading our institution?
Would I follow this person?”

All of us involved in the hiring process benefit from a greater awareness of potentially gendered language and
behavior. It is imperative that search-committee members, in particular, recognize the effect their perceptions can
have on gender equality in leadership. If we want more women to ascend to top positions in higher education we must
make the time and space of the interview session one that is fair and aware.
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How Search
Committees Can See
Bias in Themselves
By Lucy Leske, Senior Partner
[This article was originally published by the Chronicle of Higher Education on
November 30, 2016. Permission to reprint has been granted.]

Takeaways
Search committees should consider
these questions before embarking
on executive and leadership
recruitments to ensure that bias is
brought to the surface or reduced:
1. What are our goals in regards to
implicit bias?
2. Which biases should we be on
the lookout for?
3. Which of those biases may
be specific to leadership
recruitment?
4. What methods and technologies
are at our disposal?
5. What’s our plan?

Questions about implicit bias are now part of most healthy, serious campus
conversations — whether the topic is student admissions, campus policing,
or faculty recruiting. These are critically important discussions to have, if
only to cause every one of us to pause in our daily lives and consider the
preconceptions and prejudices we may have.
One forum in which there is a need for continued exploration of bias is the
leadership-search committee. In an effort to reduce bias and to ensure a diverse
pool of candidates for leadership roles, institutions typically populate search
committees with a mix of representatives — the idea being that diverse points
of view and backgrounds will, among other things, bring implicit bias into the
open and prevent it from coloring decisions.
The committees are inherently representative, but their members still bring with
them hidden motives. With diversity of representation comes diversity of biases
— about gender, race, age, body type, sexual orientation, dialect, accent, alma
mater, hometown, degree worthiness, hairstyle, clothing. The list goes on.
What don’t we have biases about?
The challenge is identifying and recognizing when bias is affecting decisions, as
well as figuring out whether to do anything to mitigate bias that works against
the institution’s mission, values, and strategic priorities.
Broad representation can work in a committee’s favor as members question
one another’s rigidities about types of candidates. However, having a diverse
committee does not necessarily ensure that all voices are welcome or heard, nor
does it ensure that bias will be eliminated. Group dynamics like seniority and
interpersonal relationships can dampen honest and transparent conversations.
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Entire groups can also bring blinders to the table. Conscious or unconscious, bias is always present and a challenge to
ferret out.
In more than 20 years of work supporting administrative-search committees, I have observed both overt and hidden
bias surface in many forms. Let me be the first to say that I recognize that my own judgment and analysis are
influenced by biases developed long ago through my own upbringing and experiences. It takes hard work and constant
examination of criteria, openness to others’ points of view, and a commitment to supporting each committee in its
values to stay unbiased and offer good advice.
That I have seen bias creep into presidential or senior-level search committees should be no surprise, but it is always
remarkable to hear it, nonetheless.
A common bias, for instance, relates to a candidate’s educational pedigree. So many search committees begin
evaluating candidates there — making immediate and implicit assumptions about background, intelligence, and
intellectual capacity. Their bias clouds their ability to evaluate what candidates have been able to accomplish with the
tools and experiences they have had.
Many candidates were actively discriminated against when they were going through the educational system, yet
committees hold it against them. Likewise, committees frequently treat candidates with military backgrounds as a bad
fit with higher education and set them aside without a second look.
Biases are also not evenly applied across all sectors and positions. A committee member may be entirely comfortable
with the notion of hiring someone from an underrepresented group for an entry-level or professorial post, but have
subconscious hesitations when the opening is for a senior administrator: Do I want this person representing my entire
institution? What will people think?
For example, openly gay candidates may pass unremarkably through scrutiny for faculty roles by a committee focused
on academic accomplishment and teaching skills but run into trouble for presidential positions where committees
of mixed constituencies bring to the table biases about how presidents and their trailing family members ought to
appear.
Likewise, women may get eager interest for midlevel staff positions in IT or finance but not be taken seriously as
potential CIOs or CFOs. Interestingly, I frequently hear from women that they were advised early in their careers
not to go after management positions but, instead, to take more interesting non-supervisory positions, a choice that
reverberates later. I have seen committees eliminate fine candidates from consideration because of speculation that a
résumé full of staff roles must mean the person is not a good manager.
Bias is equally insidious when hiring committees meet in person with candidates from underrepresented backgrounds.
Implicit bias can award immediate credibility to candidates who fit the stereotypical mold — such as an applicant
from a highly ranked university or a familiar organization. Their behavior may be less scrutinized than that of
candidates from lower-ranked institutions or unfamiliar backgrounds.
Studies have shown that candidates who fit a stereotypical model are less closely analyzed because their performance
meets stereotypical expectations for that role. By contrast, unconventional candidates may perform at a similar or
higher level in the job interview but are examined more closely because they do not fall within expectations.
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As search consultants, despite some of our best efforts, it is an uphill battle getting committees to put their actions
behind their words and show that they are truly open to diverse backgrounds. Bias clogs the machinery all the time.
That said, there are ways we can minimize implicit bias. Sometimes it is as simple as asking committee members to
take an Implicit Association Test from Project Implicit. As one of the project’s founders, Brian A. Nosek, a professor of
psychology at the University of Virginia, has said, “Gaining insight into the mental operations that lead behavior astray
of values is a precondition for predicting, understanding, and controlling implicit biases.”
Another approach gaining some ground in higher education is the use of assessment tools, particularly in highlevel leadership searches. A search committee uses the tools to evaluate a candidate’s competencies, values, and
motivators without any details of the person’s race, background, gender, or other such factors. The results are then
compared with a larger database of executives who are high performers in the same sector.
Matching an applicant’s competencies against what the institution is trying to achieve doesn’t eliminate bias from
decision-making, but it adds an unbiased method for evaluating a candidate’s fit and leadership potential. These
assessments are a little like the opaque screens used in orchestra auditions — they strip away all physical attributes,
educational background, and employment history, and bring to the surface the very things that organizations need to
succeed.
For search committees that want to ensure that bias is either brought to the surface or reduced, here are five
questions they should consider before embarking on presidential and other leadership recruitments:
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

What are our goals in regards to implicit bias? Can we recognize our own biases to a greater degree, and thus
minimize or eliminate them to reduce their effect upon viable candidates? Can we incorporate them into our
discussions around candidates as they move forward through the process?
Which biases should we be on the lookout for? In addition to race, gender, and other common categorizations,
are there additional (perhaps more subtle) biases that could affect the search?
Which of those biases may be specific to leadership recruitment? Search committees should be aware that
biases may crop up in senior administrative searches in different ways or intensity than in faculty or staff
searches. The committee must guard against stereotyping around socioeconomic class, academic degrees,
nationality, and professional experience.
What methods and technologies are at our disposal? How do we test ourselves? (Do we use the Implicit
Association Test? Or undergo bias training through a consultant?) Other questions to consider: Is our institution
experimenting with software and other technologies designed to eliminate references to gender, race, and other
identifiers — even academic credentials? What about competency assessments? Are they effective in reducing
biases, especially for senior-administrative positions?
What’s our plan? How do we take our newfound knowledge about implicit biases and use it to actually minimize
those biases as we begin a search?

Implicit bias may rear its head at any stage of the hiring process, and it is essential that search committees
acknowledge that and ask the right questions from Day 1.
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Every Sin Is a Public Sin:
Rethinking Candidate
Backgrounds
By Dennis Barden, Senior Partner
[This article was originally published by the Chronicle of Higher Education on July 11,
2017. Permission to reprint has been granted.]
There was once something known as “local news.”
Things would happen in a community, and the local paper, radio station, or even
TV station would tell the townspeople that it had happened. And that would be
that.
If you were the one involved in that incident, few people outside of your
community would know that it had occurred, unless a search committee
considering your candidacy elsewhere was particularly intrepid – or lucky – in its
inquiries. Later, institutions came to employ what were called “clipping services,”
people who would scour local newspapers from around the country, literally clip
out stories, and mail them to clients in these things called envelopes. News was
incomplete, and what you got, you got very slowly.
In many ways, that was an optimal situation for the hiring of presidents,
provosts, and other senior leaders.
It doesn’t exist anymore, of course. Now, everything that happens in every city
or town is available internationally, essentially in real time. Whether offered
up by the candidates themselves (and do I really need to be informed by tweet
when someone I otherwise respect is Keeping Up with the Kardashians?), or
reported by a second or third party, what you do is instantly discoverable by
everyone.

Knowing everything
possible about a
candidate is definitely
part of the solution.
But what about when it
is part of the problem?

That new reality has, of course, had a profound impact on executive searches in
higher education. You are likely already warning your students, your colleagues,
and your loved ones about the dangers of posting things online that will live in
perpetuity – and that is excellent advice. Search committees, hiring officials,
and consulting firms are taking full advantage of the availability of a wide array
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of data points about candidates to reduce the risk of a bad hire. As a search consultant, I can assure you: What is out
there will be found.
Knowing everything possible about a candidate is definitely part of the solution. But what about when it is part of the
problem?
Search committees and governing boards used to enjoy a sort of proxy when it came to judging the seriousness of
issues emerging from their candidates’ pasts. If some incident in a candidate’s past was sufficiently important to
transcend “local news” and be played to a wider audience, it was likely worthy of consideration in the hiring process.
Otherwise, whatever may have been there but was unseen was assumed to be inconsequential. It was admittedly an
imperfect standard, but it worked tolerably well.
I have been in the executive-search business for a little more than 18 years, and during that time, information flow
has gone from a rivulet to a tsunami. We are now privy to youthful indiscretions, high-school hijinks, petty crimes,
misunderstandings, and momentary misjudgments – in addition to the sort of egregious misbehaviors that everyone
can easily agree are fair game for hiring decisions. The volume of information has increased at a mind-blowing rate.
By and large, search committees and governing boards are still make hiring decisions on the basis of everything they
know, yet now they know more than ever before about their candidates.
Think about it. Could you withstand such a level of scrutiny? Can anyone? Is there nothing in your past – from that
period before everything became a matter of public record – that you find embarrassing? An error in judgment? Some
stupid thing you did as a kid from which you learned and thus never repeated? What if everyone knew about that
thing? What if you couldn’t get a job for which you are otherwise highly qualified because of that thing, that stupid
thing from so long ago that it was done by a completely different person, the person you once were?
Any absolute standard is easy. Zero-tolerance policies are very popular, especially in K-12 education. They position
leadership not to have to exercise any judgment. Everything is black or white; something either is or is not a violation
of the letter of some rule.
Unfortunately, life does not suborn to such standards. There is a fair amount of gray in most people’s backgrounds. At
this moment, I would observe that most search committees and hiring officials are equating the gray with the black,
taking an absolutist stand when it comes to any past incident that presents a candidate as having led a less-thanperfect life.
Is that still the right standard? What is the cost of upholding it?
At present, the cost is somewhat modest. Most people seeking leadership positions today came of age – and
presumably had exorcized their youthful demons – before people’s personal histories became routinely available on
the internet.
Moving forward, however, institutions will increasingly consider candidates whose entire lives are essentially an open
book, available for anyone to examine. Before long, search committees, hiring officials and boards are very likely not
going to be in a position to uphold an absolute, “zero tolerance” policy in regard to their candidates’ backgrounds. A
more nuanced, subjective set of measures will be needed.
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One interesting aspect of this phenomenon is that there are actually two standards that dominate conversation when
this topic arises among trustees and committee members.
The first and most obvious is a moral standard. Is there anything in a candidate’s background that calls into question
his character and integrity? Does what we know from her background compromise our assumption that she will
do the right thing for the right reasons for our institution and our people? Incidents that rise to this level of scrutiny
always have been (and should always be) appropriate to consider when making an important appointment.
The second standard is considerably trickier and potentially more costly to the hiring institution. I have sat in
numerous search committee and board meetings discussing an incident from a candidate’s past in which the
consensus view is that the incident does not compromise the candidate’s worthiness ... on the merits.
The conversation then inevitably turns not to the actual import of the incident but to people’s perception of it. Search
committees and boards frequently allow themselves to become slaves to the initial reaction to the appointment,
dreading the first 48 hours of the news cycle that illuminates the incident but all-too-frequently ignores the context.
Members of the search committee – as well as the hiring administrator and trustees – already know that context and
had it in mind when they made their decision to hire the candidate. What they fear is the reaction of those who do not
know the context.
And it generally scares the pants off of them, enough to incentivize them to turn their backs on otherwise excellent
candidates. Committees and boards just don’t want to take the heat.
So if we assume that the time is nigh when there will be an insufficient body of available leadership talent with no
skeletons in their closets to satisfy the demand in the hiring marketplace – which I do – institutions are going to have
to find a more subjective and actionable standard to apply. That is the easy part.
Their constituencies are going to have to accept less-than-perfect personal histories as part and parcel of the hiring
exercise. That is the hard part.
I predict that, at some point in the relatively near future, this issue is going to get a very public airing. I will bet – dollars
to donuts – that there are sitting presidents out there with some sort of incident in their backgrounds that has not yet
come to light but will someday.
If those presidents are successful on the job, an objective observer will postulate that there is little or no correlation
between an indiscretion in one’s deep, dark past and one’s current capacity to serve both ethically and well. The open
question is whether such an observation will change the bias of boards and other hiring officials – and whether or not
everyone else will accept the change in standards.
We shall see.
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Candidate Visits: The
Campus’ Time to Shine
By Ann Yates, Senior Partner
You have selected finalists and your presidential search is nearly complete.
Search committees, boards, and campuses should understand that, at this stage,
candidates are interviewing you as much as you are interviewing them. It is your
job to sell your institution and convince the select few candidates remaining that
it is the right place for them.
Roll out the red carpet. Make candidates feel welcome and provide as much
information and support before and during the campus visit as reasonable,
so that a candidate can make the most informed decision possible. Finalist
candidates want to be recruited now more than in the past. Following are a few
best practices for finalist visits on campus, for most searches. At the end of
the article, I provide additional thoughts on searches which require complete
confidentiality and thus typical campus visit practices do not apply.

Pre-visit Preparation

It is your job to sell

■■

your institution and
convince the select
few candidates
remaining that it is the

■■

right place for them.
■■

■■
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Announcing Finalists: Prior to finalist visits, the search committee will
introduce candidates to the larger community via a press release or
presidential search/institution website. Candidates should be made aware
as to when this is going to go live and be allowed the courtesy and time to
inform their home campuses beforehand.
Media and PR: Make sure candidates understand in advance what forms
of media will be present and used during the visit. Will there be student
newspapers expecting access, live streaming video, etc.?
Details: Is there information that wasn’t readily available to the wider pool
of candidates that would be helpful and appropriate for finalists to have?
What does the candidate need to know to round out the picture? There
shouldn’t be any surprises when he/she arrives on campus.
Family, etc.: At this stage, candidates’ decisions often come down to
family. Involve the family/spouse/partner/children in your planning,
recruiting efforts and outreach.
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Candidates on Campus
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Personal Touch: Part of rolling out the red carpet is making candidates feel at home. For instance, provide a gift
basket to candidates in their hotel rooms with a school t-shirt, coffee mug, campus map, and other items that
make them feel special, welcome, and wanted.
Meetings with Constituents: The search committee was likely made up of individuals representing the entire
campus constituency. Give each the opportunity to meet your prospective new president and the candidates
the opportunity to interact with each whether in open forums or small group settings. Trustee involvement
throughout this stage is critical. At least one meeting with the full board or representative group is essential.
Campus Ambassadors. Be thoughtful about who will represent your institution by way of campus tours,
community engagement, and transportation. Candidates can find out a lot about the campus culture from those
escorting them from meeting to meeting.
Rest and Relaxation. It sounds obvious but build time into the schedule for candidates to catch a breath, use the
restroom, or just do some thinking and preparation.
Logistics. Campus visits can be exhausting and overwhelming. The logistics should fall to the campus reps and
search committee, who should make getting from place to place, on time, easy.

After the Visits
■■

■■

Feedback Loop. Give each constituency group the opportunity to provide feedback. Each will want to feel
heard and this can be accomplished in a couple of ways. The search committee member representing each
constituency group may be charged with delivering their respective group’s input to the trustees/decisionmaking body on behalf of the entire group. Alternatively, each individual may provide feedback via an online/
anonymous survey – the results of which the board will review.
Timely Process. Have a predetermined plan as to when a decision will be made and an offer extended. The
more time that goes by, the greater the risk that candidate interest will wane or you might lose them to other
opportunities.

A Note on Privacy
If a search is private out of a need to protect candidates’ confidentiality, the full campus visit is impossible. The group
of interviewers will be narrowed to the search committee, board of trustees and possibly other individuals either on
campus or externally on a very limited basis, all of whom shall be aware of and adhere to confidentiality. Each search
committee member will have the task of representing his/her constituency group with little input from the group. The
decision will fall to the trustees with input from a much smaller group and – this can’t be stressed enough – secrecy is
essential.
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The Final DecisionMaking Process
By Jean Dowdall, Ph.D., Senior Partner (Retired)
[The following is excerpted from the book Searching for Higher Education
Leadership: Advice for Candidates and Search Committees, by Jean Dowdall
(Rowman & Littlefield Education). Permission to republish has been granted.]

Preparing a Committee Recommendation

The longer the process
from second-round
interviews to an offer, the
greater the risks to the
successful completion of
the search.

At the end of the second-round interviews, after campus responses have been
gathered, tallied, and summarized, and after all reference checks are complete,
including calls to those not listed as references, the committee is ready to
prepare its recommendation. Begin by reviewing the charge to the committee
so that you are clear about what you have been asked to do – rank-order
candidates, present a list of all finalists with strengths and weaknesses, present
exactly three candidates or two to four candidates, and so on. The committee
should deliberate about the candidates and formulate statements of their
strengths and weaknesses. Following an hour or two for this deliberation, the
president or the board chair can be asked to join the meeting to discuss the
report and ask questions. Or, the committee chair can present the report to the
president or board chair at a subsequent meeting.
In a vice presidential search, the president is the appointing officer. Presidents
often reserve certain key reference conversations for themselves, such as a call
to the president of the finalists’ current institutions. The president normally
has interviewed the finalists at least once during their second-round campus
interviews. And normally, if the president feels there is no one in the pool worthy
of appointment, that would have been signaled to the committee earlier. Moving
from a committee recommendation to a selection in a vice presidential search
should go smoothly.
In a presidential search, the process is more complicated because of the role
of the board and the number of people potentially involved. Some boards
charge search committees with rank-ordering the candidates, and the board is
expected to ratify the committee’s choice. In that case, the committee should
select the preferred candidate but also rank-order any other finalists so that, if
an agreement is not reached with the preferred candidate, the board can turn to
the next candidate.
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In other cases, the board decides to reserve for itself the selection of the new president, drawing heavily upon
committee appraisal of strengths and weaknesses but making its own decision. The search committee presents the
board with a short list of candidates, unranked, with strengths and weaknesses, rather than a ranked list or a single
preferred candidate. As the board selects a president, a solid base of information should be provided for board review.
The committee should give the board the finalists’ letters of application and CVs, as well as a summary appraisal of
strengths and weaknesses of each finalist. In addition, the committee might provide the written reference reports
or a summary of the references, a summary of other background checks that have been done (e.g., verification of
educational credentials and employment, Web searches), and results of campus feedback following the second-round
interviews. All those receiving the materials or participating in the deliberations must be reminded of the need for
confidentiality both during and after the process.
Ideally, some or all board members will have met and interviewed the finalists when they visited the campus
during the second-round interviews. If few have been able to do that, an additional visit by the candidates for board
interviews may be required; these conversations give board members an opportunity to make their own appraisal
of the candidates, but they also give presidential candidates the opportunity to make an appraisal of the board – the
president’s most important constituency.

Timing of the Final Steps
It is important to remember as you move into the final stages of the search process that you do not have full control
of your candidates. While you are busy judging and selecting them, they are also considering whether they want to
accept the position if offered, stay where they are (perhaps with a counteroffer), or accept another offer that they may
have received or may hope to receive in the coming days. Candidates may have been asked whether they are in other
searches, or what reservations they have about accepting your position if it is offered, but that does not guarantee
that they will accept. When you review your finalists and select your favorite, consider whether you would appoint the
second-ranked candidate, and even the third-ranked candidate, if the higher-ranked candidates were to disappear at
the last minute.
Time is of the essence. The longer the process from second-round interviews to an offer, the greater the risks to the
successful completion of the search. In addition to the risks described above, there are the added risks of annoyance
and second thoughts. Candidates may begin to feel that your institution is too disorganized or divided to be attractive,
or they may suspect that you are negotiating with someone else and that they are seen as second best, or they may
reflect and talk with colleagues and family and decide that the offer is not so attractive as they thought during the
excitement of the interviews. Plan from the beginning of the search to move swiftly through the final stages. If this
means scheduling special board meetings, or a board conference call, or delegating the decision to the executive
committee, you should do these things and plan in advance to bring the search to a prompt conclusion.
Assuming that you approach the selected candidate with an offer, what happens next? If the candidate’s family has
already come to see the campus and community and look at housing, and if there has been enough opportunity for
the candidate to learn everything that is needed during the previous interviews and visits, perhaps no additional visit
will be needed. A fully informed candidate may only need a couple of days to reflect and talk with family members
or trusted advisors before calling the board chair back with a decision. But if you have not provided for a family visit
and if you have not provided enough information to the candidate, then he or she may well ask for time to come back
to campus, have more conversations, and gather more information. This prolongs the process, and it also creates
potential problems in relation to the next candidate on your list. Avoid this situation by making sure that the preceding
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steps in the search process attended to all these things. It is reasonable to ask a candidate to take no more than a
week to make a decision. Candidates who want more visits and more information, and who seem to be covering
ground already covered, may be moving toward declining your offer. You either need to intensify your recruiting
efforts, or press for a decision so you can present an offer to the next candidate in line.
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How Cabinet and Campus Leaders
Influence the Search Process

Student Affairs:
Increased Visibility and
Influence
With Sheila Murphy, Consultant
Senior Student Affairs Officers (SSAOs), VPs of Student Affairs, Deans of
Students, and related titles are in the spotlight as campuses have become
increasingly preoccupied with Title IX and other important student-related
matters. Student Affairs leaders play a pivotal role in the recruitment of an
institution’s next president, and are often being seen themselves as excellent
candidates for presidencies. In the interview below, WittKieffer consultant
Sheila Murphy, a former Student Affairs leader at several schools, looks at
the influential role that Student Affairs has during a presidential search and
transition.

A Student Affairs
leader provides a
steady background
beat of reminding
people of the
importance of the
student in the overall
institutional profile.
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Are Student Affairs issues in general becoming more prominent in presidential
searches? Are serious candidates expected to be attuned to student issues much
more than in the past?
Murphy: Yes, but it has less to do with whether presidents are more curious
about or committed to the fundamental dynamics of the student experience and
more to do with what is often an institutionally protective strategy. A candidate
will want to know the institution’s track record on, for example, Title IX
violations, civil rights issues, alcohol and drug trends, and so forth. The Student
Affairs agenda has come to the forefront. Especially with Title IX, there is fear
that the institution will be found noncompliant and therefore subject to negative
press and regulatory pressure.
A presidential candidate wants to know about student affairs because it paints
a picture of what they will be walking into. As much as we would like candidates
to be interested in, for instance, the quality of dorm food, it really has to do with
a whole set of complicated and potentially litigious issues. Candidates come in
all stripes, but serious candidates know that the ground is shifting under their
feet in large part because of Title IX and an increasingly litigation-minded parent
and student population.
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What role should a Student Affairs Officer play in a presidential search?
Murphy: It is important that accurate information and data be made available regarding student affairs. If I were
coordinating the search effort, I would go to the Student Affairs Officer to ask questions: What are our outstanding
Title IX cases? What is the school’s sexual misconduct history? How many drug and alcohol emergencies are there
each year? Part of my role as a search consultant is to make sure that the committee is able to give candidates a very
accurate sense of these things.
In terms of the SSAO’s role, if we fast forward to campus interviews (which may or may not occur, as searches are
becoming more private), it is important to make sure there is access and also to encourage as many opportunities
as possible for candidates to interact with students. A Student Affairs leader provides a steady background beat of
reminding people of the importance of the student in the overall institutional profile.
Once a president is chosen, what transitional role does the SSAO play? What kinds of support will the president want
right off the bat?
Murphy: In the early stages of a presidency, it’s really about helping the president to feel welcome and positioned
for success. It is routine in Student Affairs to help find the president opportunities for visibility – with the student
newspaper, on the radio, judging a contest, announcing the starting line-up – so that he or she can be looked at as a
real person. Later when the president really needs the campus, he or she has support to draw on.
Students love to see the president around on the campus. Presidents miss opportunities for easy wins all the time!
When presidents make themselves accessible – spontaneously have lunch with students, for example –it becomes
part of student lore.
Do presidents typically like to bring in a new SSAO when they take a new job?
Murphy: Sometimes they will, particularly if the Student Affairs Officer is not tenured. In all cases, the SSAO should
try to demonstrate value and competence at every level. But of course there are always questions of fit, style, or
flexibility as to what a president wants in all of her/his senior officers. And I have known Student Affairs administrators
who have left their jobs on principle because new presidents pursued policies contrary to their beliefs or principles.
SSAOs are viewed more credibly as presidential candidates. Why is this happening and do you expect the trend to continue?
Murphy: Yes, I do expect it to continue. Part of the reason is that some places, structurally, are putting Student Affairs
and Enrollment Management under the same portfolio. That’s a powerful combination. If you control these areas you
control a lot of the portfolio. People who do so have refined and sophisticated executive experience that translates
nicely into the presidency.
Another reason is the increased emphasis on thinking about the success of the institution in terms of student
outcomes – that is, do you do what you say you do? Student Affairs has taken a leadership role institution-wide on
matters of assessment, and these leaders become very valuable to an institution in terms of how to preserve and
continue accreditation. That’s a skill set that is very much wanted, and it’s part of a trend in which people other than
traditionally trained academics are being viewed as candidates for presidencies.
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Keeping Enrollment
Issues Top of Mind
during a Presidential
Search and Transition
With Amy Crutchfield, Principal and Deputy Director
Enrollment is inextricably linked to an institution’s success and thus it is
imperative that a president truly understand and embrace this area. Presidential
candidates must ask the right questions around enrollment and admission as
they interview, and show a definite commitment to working in partnership with
enrollment leaders should they be hired to lead the campus. In this interview,
Amy Crutchfield, head of WittKieffer’s successful Enrollment practice, considers
the role of the top enrollment officer in a presidential recruitment.
How does enrollment factor into a presidential search?

Institutions are
seeking leaders with
a past history of
impacting enrollment
and concrete
examples of success.

Crutchfield: Enrollment factors into a presidential search in several ways. First,
enrollment is usually a key charge for a new leader. Because many institutions
are dependent on tuition revenue – with a significant portion of their budgets
coming from enrollment – and because of the visibility that healthy enrollment
brings an institution, presidents are being asked to attend to it as a top priority.
For institutions that are experiencing a downturn in enrollment, there can be no
greater charge than to stabilize and, hopefully, grow enrollment. One hopes that
presidential candidates are increasingly aware of the importance of enrollment
to institutional success. Well-informed candidates will seek out the chief
enrollment officer if he/she is on the search committee. Regardless, they will ask
detailed questions to learn how this area has been performing and what their
role may be.
Additionally, parents and prospective students are increasingly savvy, and they
may wonder what impact a new leader will have on the future direction of an
institution. They may want assurance that their investment in the institution is
protected. For the enrollment officer, communicating to prospective students
and their families about the continuity in leadership and goals for a smooth
transition can help negate concerns.
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What should presidential candidates be expected to know in regards to enrollment issues?
Crutchfield: The expectations for presidents in regards to enrollment have changed. This is due to the impact of
enrollment on public perception, reputation, and financial viability for institutions. Many candidates are bringing
strong knowledge of the area, particularly those for whom enrollment has been a direct report in the past.
Institutions are seeking leaders with a past history of impacting enrollment and concrete examples of success. While
a new president doesn’t need to be an enrollment expert – one would hope that they have a solid chief enrollment
officer leading the area – they do need to understand key issues such as the competitive landscape, changing student
demographics, the importance of data and technology, and how marketing and branding impact enrollment. Strong
candidates will know the right questions to ask to ascertain the strength and needs of enrollment. Some of these
specific questions include:
■■
■■
■■
■■

How is enrollment strategy tied to the mission, goals, and strategic plan of the institution?
Is the institution recruiting and retaining students with diversity and inclusion as a top priority?
What portion of the institutional budget comes from tuition and how much is tuition being discounted?
What is the institution’s financial aid picture and are financial aid expenditures sustainable into the future?

These are just a few examples of the type of probing that a presidential candidate should do around enrollment issues.
Which skills or characteristics bode well for a president regarding enrollment matters?
Crutchfield: The enrollment field is changing rapidly and the skills that made one successful in the past don’t
guarantee success in the future. The same is true for presidents. In today’s landscape, presidents must be aware of the
pace of change. Someone who is forward-thinking, innovative and willing to take risks will partner especially well with
enrollment.
Boards and committees should also seek candidates with strong analytical and strategic skills. An understanding of
data is essential, as is the ability to ask the right questions to determine if enrollment is headed in the right direction.
Institutions have to have a culture of enrollment management to be successful. Whereas enrollment was once the job
of one division, it is now everyone’s job to nurture and support healthy enrollment. A president who understands that
will create a community of enrollment champions.
How can a search committee and institutional leaders reassure stakeholders during the presidential search?
Crutchfield: An appropriate level of transparency will help assure the campus community that the search is in good
hands and progressing as expected. While we are seeing more processes conducted behind the curtain – assuring
confidentiality for candidates – campus constituents typically receive updates about the process. This is often
communicated through a website devoted to the search. Information shared may include the composition of the
search community, an approximate timeline – without revealing the dates of candidate interviews – and periodic
updates. A change in leadership, even when exceptionally managed, creates anxiety for an institution. Conveying a
sense of calm, direction, optimism, and confidence can go a long way when a community is feeling uncertain about
the future.
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When the search concludes, what role does the enrollment officer play in getting the new president up to speed?
Crutchfield: The chief enrollment officer will be a key player in on-boarding a new leader. At smaller institutions the
head of enrollment will likely be a direct report, whereas at more complex places the enrollment officer typically
reports to the provost. Regardless, the head of enrollment will be a source of information, particularly for a new leader
who is hungry for data. These data can give a new president a better sense of who the students are and where they
come from and how strong an institution is. Given the importance of enrollment, new presidents should hit the ground
running and view the head of enrollment as a partner for future success.
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The Presidential
Recruitment:
Advancement’s Role
With Mercedes ChacÓn Vance, Principal, 			
and Suzanne Teer, Principal
A chief advancement officer in higher education tends to be very well connected
on campus, and certainly off campus as well with important alumni, donors,
and community leaders. Because the advancement executive has relationships
with such important constituents, he/she becomes an important figure in the
recruitment of a new president. In the interview below, WittKieffer search
consultants Mercedes Vance and Suzanne Teer shed light on the advancement
officer’s role as a new president is selected and once the new leader takes office.
In a presidential search, why should the chief advancement officer have a seat on
the search committee? What role can and should they play in the recruitment?
Vance: The college president today has so much responsibility for fundraising,
whether the institution is private or public. The chief advancement officer can
ensure that the search committee gets a true understanding of how presidential
candidates have navigated the external world of donors, foundation boards,
board of trustees, and so on: How have they worked with trustees to open
doors and build relationships externally? How have they worked with their
advancement officer to recruit foundation board members? The advancement
officer can ensure these and other critical questions are fully explored in
interviews.

The CAO can and should
play a vital and leading
role in preparing for and
facilitating the transition
for the new president.

Teer: If not on the committee, the advancement officer can still play a key role.
They can advise the committee on external constituents, beyond trustees, that
candidates might meet with during the interview process – for example majors
donors, alumni leaders, influential community and business leaders. This is a
cultivation opportunity for these individuals. Their voices can be important in
providing feedback, they can do a wonderful job selling the institution and this
will give the new president some friendly faces in the community when they
come on board.
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What criteria should advancement look for in presidential candidates?
Teer: There are number of important criteria. The first is vision. The president must have a compelling vision for how
their institution will impact its students and society in the future. And they must be able to communicate that vision
in a way that engages and compels others to want to join them – and the institution – in making that vision possible.
They must have tremendous integrity and engender the utmost of trust and confidence. The philanthropists capable of
making transformational gifts will want a personal relationship with the president. And they must trust the president
to accomplish what they say they are going to accomplish and to be exceptional stewards of their investments. The
president must also be an exceptional relationship builder. Presidents are not engaged in transactional fundraising.
They are engaged in building and strengthening long-term relationships with donors that quite possibly will sustain for
years beyond their tenure. This requires a long-term perspective and being willing to invest the time and energy into
nurturing these relationships over time.
Vance: You’re also looking for a history of fundraising. Right now candidates who have not been presidents before
often come from a high-profile deanship where they’ve had to raise funds to build programs and facilities. Even
individuals who come from the provost line should show fundraising savvy. Today’s provosts are increasingly brought
into a major gift to make the connection between the donor’s passion and the interests and needs of the university. In
sharing experiences such as this, provosts can display a commitment to advancement and development.
Once a new president is selected, how can the chief advancement officer prepare for and help facilitate the transition?
Teer: The CAO can and should play a vital and leading role in preparing for and facilitating the transition for the
new president. Taking a very practical approach, the CAO – along with their leadership team – should put together
a plan to introduce the president to key constituents over the course of the first one to six months of their tenure. It
should cover all key constituents – trustees, alumni, donors, volunteers, community and business leaders, prospective
donors – and include individual meetings, small groups and larger groups. Likewise, it should include a coordinated
communications plan to reach out to the same groups both at the time of announcement as well as when the new
president arrives on campus. A well-orchestrated and thoughtful plan can help get the president off to an exceptional
start and can also go a long way in solidifying the relationship between the CAO and president. The president will see
the value the CAO can add and the professionalism they demonstrate in their approach to their work. The transition
with the new president only happens once and it’s absolutely essential that it be optimized and handled with great
care.
Vance: The advancement executive must keep an open mind and support the transition at all costs. Prepare
documentation for the president – here’s where we are, what we’re raising, what our campaign strategies are, how
far along they are. Get the new leader up to speed. This can be hard if it becomes clear that the president might
want to bring in their own development or advancement officer. My advice for the CAO: Support whomever the new
president is, try to understand their agenda and establish a chemistry. The only choice is to maintain one’s integrity
and professionalism.
Describe the ideal partnership or relationship between the chief advancement officer and the president.
Vance: The ideal partnership is based on trust, which is the foundation for chemistry and compatibility. Ultimately it
comes down to the question, Can the president and chief advancement officer “be in a car together for a four-hour
drive”? They have to be comfortable around each other.
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Teer: That’s a great litmus test! I would extend that to say that the ultimate result of that trust is that the president
should see the CAO as a confidant who has the best interest of the institution at heart and is doing everything in their
power to help achieve the institution’s goals. A CAO who is eternally optimistic about what is possible while also
being incredibly pragmatic about the path ahead – and willing to push the institution and its leaders as needed – will
be of enormous value and support to the president. It’s lonely in the president’s office and the CAO can be a great
source of support and partnership.
What might a CAO hope for from a new president in their first three, six and 12 months on the job?
Vance: The first three months involves helping the president get to know where the advancement program is – is
it an institution that’s in the middle of a campaign and the president really needs to hit the ground running, just
launching a new campaign after a feasibility study, or is just at ground zero and really needs a build? For the rest of
the first year, the CAO can look to build the relationship with the president and with the community and donors. The
president should have room in his/her calendar to get on the road with the advancement officer. After the first year,
the honeymoon is over but hopefully the two executives are moving in lockstep.
Teer: With any presidential transition, there’s an expectation that new ideas will emerge that will impact the future
vision and priorities for the institution. The first year is a critical time to begin to articulate those ideas − working
within the institution’s culture − and incorporate them into the institution’s strategic plan and fundraising priorities.
The CAO can provide valuable feedback and help shape those ideas in a way that will excite donors and encourage
them to get on board and help the president and institution achieve its goals.
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How the CFO Influences
a Presidential Search
and Transition
With Zachary Smith, Ph.D., Managing Partner
Other than the president, there may be no more important position in academia
today than the chief financial officer or VP of finance. As the academy considers
its future, the CFO is central to its most important discussions—especially
around financial planning, budgeting, capital planning, and more. The CFO,
therefore, plays an integral role in the hiring of a new president. In the interview
below, WittKieffer managing partner Zach Smith considers the direct and
indirect involvement that the campus’ top finance leader should have in a search
and transition.
In the eyes of a college or university president, what is the CFO’s role today?

It is so much more
than just finance —
the CFO role is also
about operational
efficiency and
effectiveness.

Smith: Most of the presidents I know really want a partnership with the CFO,
to have someone to help them identify new revenue streams and help build
external alliances with other entities in the community. It is so much more than
just finance – the CFO role is also about operational efficiency and effectiveness.
Today’s CFO is an essential and visible partner to the president.
During the recruitment of a new president, then, what role should the current CFO
play?
Smith: Ideally the CFO (or their designee) would serve on the presidential
search committee because of the fundamental link between the institution’s
financial viability and vision to a successful presidency – and thus the critical
importance of hiring a president with financial savvy and enthusiasm.
Having a CFO or top finance executive on the committee ensures that each
serious candidate is asked tough questions and “gets” the fiscal and financial
necessities of running a very complex institution, whether a smaller private
school or major state campus.
If not on the committee, the CFO or top finance executive still fulfills a critical
role in determining what to share with finalists about the underlying health
and outlook of the enterprise. The general financial state of most institutions is
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generally known to the public, but there may be issues (such as anticipated major capital projects and expenditures)
that the CFO will want to work with the committee to convey to preferred candidates so that they have a realistic
understanding of the institution’s financial position.
Should the CFO expect to meet with the two or three finalists?
Smith: Yes, absolutely. In a presidential recruitment, both parties – candidates and institution – are selling themselves
to each other. Allowing candidates a meeting or phone conversation with the institution’s top finance executive will
build rapport and allow frank discussion of the general state of the institution and its outlook. It’s a trust-building
opportunity all around. Furthermore, candidates should want to speak with the CFO prior to accepting a presidential
position. A lack of candidate interest about the budget, assets, capacity for growth and development, and other key
matters may indicate a red flag and demonstrate a lack of financial acumen. The CFO should be prepared to outline
the institution’s fiscal situation, including short- and long-term debt obligations, revenue sources and projections,
capital plans and financial stress points, among other things. Candidates should seek this information for their own
due diligence and the CFO should be prepared to respond.
Is there a way to spot candidates who will embrace and address in earnest the financial challenges ahead?
Smith: Yes, look first to the candidate’s track record. If they’ve been a past president, provost or major department
dean, then there will be ample evidence of their success and support regarding financial planning and vision,
community and corporate partnerships, fundraising campaigns, donor engagement, and so forth. Of course,
“nontraditional” candidates who may hail from the corporate sector (typically still with close ties to the academy)
tend to have a financial framework to their leadership. The consideration for these candidates is often whether they
live and breathe the mission of the school and truly understand the nuances between running non-profit academic
institutions and for-profit corporations.
For candidates without significant finance-related responsibility in their pasts, consider whether they’re asking the
right questions. Are they enthused about financial matters and the fundamental link between institutional strength
and the value proposition for students and families? Candidates should engage in an entire line of questioning around,
“How are we going to thrive in order to fulfill our mission in the next five, 10 and 20 years?”
A new president may want to bring in a new head of finance, particularly if there is the expectation that the new leader
will be a change agent. How does the CFO manage this possibility during the search and after the hire?
Smith: Yes, it happens and in some instances the president may want a new team around him or her. Most savvy
CFOs understand this. Regardless, each CFO can remember that one’s relationship with a new president often
begins on the day you both meet. It’s an opportunity. No matter the underlying conditions, the emphasis for the
entire institution is on moving forward and the CFO has the chance to contribute to a vision for what the future can
hold. Institutional goals, objectives and its long-term sustainability should drive be the driving force behind financial
decisions, regardless of who’s in charge. If the president still brings in a new finance executive, the outgoing CFO
should, in good conscience, serve the new president as the institution’s financial steward until the transition takes
place. Doing so will keep one’s trust, integrity and reputation solidly intact.
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What should a CFO expect from the president in the first months on the job?
Smith: The two executives need to form a strategic partnership, not just an informational exchange. They don’t need
to be close friends but they’ll need to align around the president’s vision and engage in what’s possible. Again, the
CFO needs to focus on the future. He/she may know the entire financial history of the school, but the president will,
more often than not, want to charge ahead. The CFO can do many things to prepare for a presidential leadership
transition. For example, he/she should develop a report that includes a high-level overview of the budget situation
year-to-date and projections for the next fiscal year; financial stress points that may need immediate attention; and
campus-wide financial trends that should be discussed as future budgets are developed. Furthermore, beyond data
points, the report should include a historical overview of the institution’s finances and budgeting process so that the
incoming president has a sufficient amount of context that explains the institutions current financial situation.
Finally, a new president may ask for a succession plan or overview of the finance department’s team. Who are the
rising stars? Where are the talent gaps? Are you resourced at an appropriate level, or running too lean? Who is ready
to step in and serve as CFO if you’re hit by a bus tomorrow? How transparent is the budgeting process? Are you the
sole gatekeeper of funds? These questions are not only important to answer for a new president, but equally if not
more important to answer for the long-term financial stability of the institution.
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